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Abstract:  One of distinctive things for the high 

northern latitudes of Mars is presence of remnant mas-

sifs of layered deposits around the northern polar cap. 

These massifs could be remnants of polar layered de-

posits (PLD) of northern polar cup. For measuring of 

these thicknesses and volume, the laser altimeter data 

(MOLA) and radar data (SHARAD) were used. Explore 

this features provide us to talk about evolution of polar 

cap and volume of surface ice in this latitudes. 

Introduction:  There is an assumption of the north-

ern polar cap boundaries could move to lower latitudes 

in previous climatic epochs. The last one move of the 

boundaries could happen at 0.9–2.1 Ma ago [3]. During 

this period, the polar cap boundaries moved to lower lat-

itudes (Olympia Unda and Scandia Cavi) and reached 

~75° N. Now, in the area around polar cap we can find 

ice layered deposits, which can contain 70 – 95% of ice 

(see [1; 4]). These massifs can be found in the northern 

latitudes 70° – 85° N on the plain and in the craters [3]. 

Exploration of these features can provide important in-

formation about evolution of climate and polar caps. In 

addition, these ice massifs contain big volume of water, 

which could be important for feature human exploration 

of red planet in situ. 

Volume and thicknesses of ice layered remnant 

massifs:  For thickness measurements of surface ice 

around polar cap, laser altimeter (MOLA) and radar data 

(SHARAD) can be used. For studying of ice remnants 

massifs on the plane surface, MOLA data with maxi-

mum resolution 50 m/pix has been used. If we know al-

titude of massifs above surrounding surface, their thick-

ness and volume can be calculated. This approach is 

easy in use and is relatively accurate only for signifi-

cantly small object, which located on the flat surface. 

However, when we have ice massifs on the rough sur-

face or in craters, determination of massif low bound 

should be done by SHARAD data. Efficacy of polar cap 

studying using SHARAD data confirmed by [2; 5]. Ap-

plying of radar data for ice massifs also can get good 

results. 

Processing of MOLA data on the ice layered deposit 

on the plain, shown at Fig. 1 with coordinates 105°E 

73°N. Volume of shown ice massif is ~22 km3. Around 

ice massifs, predominantly on the eastern and northeast-

ern part, perennial snow blanket can be found. 

As example of SHARAD profiles processing, the 

crater (89°E 77°N) was used. As it one can see from Fig. 

2, ice massifs in the crater have high density of 

SHARAD profiles network. Using thicknesses data 

from these profiles (Fig. 3), 3D model of ice massifs can 

be produced. 

 
Fig. 1. CTX images of ice massif as a base layer (A). Thickness of remnant massif of ice layered deposits using 

MOLA data (B). 
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Fig. 2. (A) - CTX image with overlaid SHARAD profiles (dotted line). Using network of profiles, 3D model of ice 

massif can be produced. The green solid line show SHARAD profile (B). SHARAD profile № 3624202 throw 89°E 

77°N crater produced by CO-SHARP Boutique Processor without post-processing (above) and with marked ice 

massif (bellow). 

Results:  MOLA data can be used on the plain sur-

face for measuring of thickness and volume of surface 

ice massif deposits. Using SHARAD data, 3D models 

of ice deposits in rough territory can be produced. Sep-

arate SHARAD profiles are well used for analysis of ice 

massif thickness and these network help in 3D models 

creation and volume calculation of ice massifs. 
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